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Unit 4: Creating a Worksheet and Charting Data
for Ethics, Copyright and Intellectual Property
Rights

Overview of Learning Unit 4

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

Creating a Worksheet and Charting Data 

OUTCOMES

At the end of this Learning Unit you should be able to:

Create a sales report with an embedded column
chart and sparklines, and
Calculate the value of an inventory.

OBJECTIVES

Mastering these objectives will enable you to:

2. Create, Save and Navigate an Excel Workbook (p.
107)

4. Enter Data in a Worksheet (p. 110)
6. Construct and Copy Formulas and Use the SUM

Function (p. 116)
8. Format Cells with Merge & Center, Cell Styles and Themes (p. 120)

10. Chart Data to Create a Column Chart and Insert Sparklines (p. 122)
12. Print a Worksheet, Display Formulas and Close Excel (p. 127)
14. Check Spelling in a Worksheet (p. 133)
16. Enter Data by Range (p. 135)
18. Construct Formulas for Mathematical Operations (p. 136)
20. Edit Values in a Worksheet (p. 141)
22. Format a Worksheet (p. 142) 

Ethics, Copyright and Intellectual Property
Rights

Some important Key Terms in this Learning Unit include: 

Ethics
Copyright
Intellectual Property Rights 

Note: The remainder of this list corresponds to the list of Key
Terms found in your eText on page 148, and the numbers after
each term to the page number in your eText where you can look up
information on that term.

Absolute cellreference 258
Accounting NumberFormat 241
Active cell 230
Arithmetic operators 256
AutoComplete 231
Auto Fill 232
AutoFit 251
AutoSum 238
Category axis 243
Category labels 243
Cell 227
Cell address 230
Cell content 230
Cell reference 230
Cell style 240
Chart 242
Chart layout 245
Chart Layouts gallery 245
Chart styles 245
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Chart Styles gallery 245
Charttypes 243
Column 229
Column chart 242
Column heading 229
Comma Style 241
Constant value 230
Context sensitive 232
Data 230
Data marker 244
Data point 244
Data series 244
Displayed value 235
Expand Formula Bar button 229
Expand horizontal scroll bar button 228
Fill handle 232
Format 240
Formula 230
Formula Bar 228
Function 236
General format 235
Horizontal window split box 229
Insert Worksheet button 228
Label 230
Left alignment 231
Legend 243
Lettered column headings 229
Merge & Center 240
Name Box 228
Normal view 249
Number format 235
Number values 230
Numbered row headings 229
Operators 256
Page Layout view 247
Picture element 233
Pixels 233
Point and click method 237
Range 234
Range finder 258
Relative cell reference 239
Rounding 238
Row 230
Row heading 230
Scaling 251
Select All box
Series
Sheet tab scrolling buttons 228
Sheet tabs 228
Sparklines 242
Status bar 228
SUM function 237
Spreadsheet 227
Text values 230
Underlying formula 237
Underlying value 235
Value 230
Value axis 243
Vertical window split box
Workbook
Workbook-level buttons 228
Worksheet 227
X-axis 243
Y-axis 243
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Creating a Worksheet and Charting Data

Copyright (c) 2011, Pearson Education

Creating a Worksheet and Charting Data
 In This Learning Unit, you will use Microsoft Excel

2016 to create and analyze data organized into columns
and rows. After entering data in a worksheet, you can
perform calculations, analyze the data to make logical
decisions, and create charts. In this chapter, you will create
and modify Excel workbooks. You will practice the basics
of worksheet design, create a footer, enter and edit data in
a worksheet, chart data, and then save, preview and print
workbooks. You will also construct formulas
for mathematical operations.

  
The projects in this chapter relate to Pro Fit Marietta, a
distributor of fitness equipment arid apparel to private
gyms, personal trainers, health clubs, corporate wellness
centers, hotels, college athletic facilities, physical therapy
practices, and multi-unit residential properties. The
company’s mission is to find, test, and distribute the
highest quality fitness products in the world to its customers for the benefit of consumers. Their popular blog provides useful tips on
how to use the latest workout and fitness equipment. The company is located in Marietta, Georgia, which is metropolitan Atlanta’s
largest suburb.
 
Project A: Quarterly Sales Report with Embedded Column Chart

Objective 1      Create, Save, and Navigate an Excel Workbook
Activity 1.01     Starting Excel and Naming and Saving a Workbook
Activity 1.02     Navigating a Worksheet and a Workbook

Objective 2      Enter Data in a Worksheet
Activity 1.03     Entering Text and Using AutoComplete
Activity 1.04     Filling a Series with Auto Fill and Using Excel Keyboard Shortcuts
Activity 1.05     Aligning Text and Adjusting the Size of Columns
Activity 1.06     Entering Numbers

Objective 3      Construct and Copy Formulas and Use the Sum Function
Activity 1.07     Constructing a Formula and Using the Sum Function
Activity 1.08     Copying a Formula by Using the Fill Handle

Objective 4      Format Cells with Merge & Center and Cell Styles
Activity 1.09     Using Merge & Center and Applying Cell Styles
Activity 1.10     Formatting Financial Numbers

Objective 5      Chart Data in a Column Chart
Objective 6      Prepare a Worksheet for Printing and Close Excel

Activity 1.12     Changing Views, Creating a Footer, and Using Print Preview
Activity 1.13     Deleting Unused Sheets in a Workbook
Activity 1.14     Printing a Worksheet
Activity 1.15     Displaying, Printing, and Hiding Formulas

Project B: Inventory Valuation

Objective 7 Check Spelling in a Worksheet
Objective 8      Enter Data by Range
Objective 9 Construct Formulas for Mathematical Operations

Activity 1.18     Using Arithmetic Operators
Activity 1.19     Copying Formulas Containing Absolute Cell References

Objective 10 Edit Values in a Worksheet
Activity 1.20     Editing Values in a Worksheet
Activity 1.21     Formatting Cells with the Percent Style

Objective 11 Format a Worksheet
Activity 1.22     Inserting and Deleting Rows and Columns
Activity 1.23     Adjusting Column Widths and Wrapping Text
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Assignment 7: Dispenser Sales 1.2

Licensed under Creative Commons 2013, U Reddi

Instructions: For the purpose of marking this assignment (7), you are required to perform the tasks as set out in the Word document
go16_xl_ch01_grader_1f_as.xlsx.

 

Project Description:

In the following project, you will create a worksheet comparing the sales of different types of
oven steamers sold in the second quarter. 

 

 

Instructions:

For the purpose of grading the project you are required to perform the following tasks:

Step Instructions Points
Possible

1 Start Excel. Download and open the file named go16_xl_ch01_grader_1f_as.xlsx. 0.000

2 Merge and center the title and then the subtitle across columns A:F and apply the Title and
Heading 1 cell styles respectively. 8.000

3 Check spelling in your worksheet, and correct Npkin to Napkin. Widen column A to 25 and
columns B:F to 12.85. 8.000

4
In cell E4, construct a formula to calculate the Total Sales of the Condiment Rack by
multiplying the Quantity Sold by the Retail Price. Copy the formula down for the remaining
products.

12.000

5

Select the range E4:E10, and then use the Quick Analysis tool to sum the Total Sales for All
Products, which will be formatted in bold.

 Note, Mac users, sum the Total Sales for All Products in cell E11. To the total in cell E11, apply
the Total cell style.

10.000

6
Using absolute cell references as necessary so that you can copy the formula, in cell F4,
construct a formula to calculate the Percent of Total Sales for the first product. Copy the
formula down for the remaining products.

10.000

7 To the computed percentages, apply Percent Style with two decimal places, and then center
the percentages. 8.000

8 Apply the Comma Style with no decimal places to the Quantity Sold figures. To cells D4, E4,
and E11 apply the Accounting Number Format with two decimal places. 4.000
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Step Instructions Points
Possible

9 To the range D5:E10, apply the Comma Style. 4.000

10 Change the Retail Price of the Artisan Rack to 29.95 and the Quantity Sold of the Cheese
Shaker to 425. 4.000

11 Delete column B. 6.000

12 Insert a new row 3. In cell A3, type Month Ending March 31 and then merge and center the
text across the range A3:E3. Apply the Heading 2 cell style. 10.000

13 To cell A12, apply the 20% - Accent1 cell style. 4.000

14 Select the four column titles. Apply Wrap Text, Middle Align, and Center formatting, and then
apply the Heading 3 cell style. 8.000

15 Center the worksheet Horizontally on the page, and then insert the file name in the footer in
the left section. Return the worksheet to Normal view, if necessary. 4.000

16 Save and close the workbook. Exit Excel. Submit the file as directed. 0.000

 Total Points 100.000

Assignment 8: Learning more ... about Excel

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

This assignment addresses especially Specific outcome 3:Demonstrate capabilities related
to engaging with textual and numerical data to present information in various formats.
You will also need to demonstrate critical thinking in working with data and information.

  
 
 
 
 
In this assignment, you will not only learn more about Excel, but also about how to look for new information to learn more about
applications. You will also use discussions with your group to increase your understanding of these new features.

  
The discussions in this assignment will be assessed as follows:

  

Assessment rubric for Assignment 8

 Nothing submitted 0%  

Did not post all answers in all discussions to all questions as scheduled

[i.e. Final values are not accurate]

20%
 30%
  40% 

 

 

All answers posted and participation in all discussions as scheduled

[with accurate values to final answers]
 50%  
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Three replies to other student's answers with meaningful contributions to all
discussions required  60%  

 Was able to show understanding of all answers discussed

[with formulas/functions] 
 75%  

Was able to explain how correct answers to all questions could be reached  85%  

 Exceptional explanations added significantly to other students' understanding  100%  

 

Learning activity 1

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

Use the Excel help button and learn how to use the LOOKUP Function to
determine how to find values in one column, and finds its corresponding value
on the same row in another column

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exercise 1

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

You have newly been employed by a prominent multinational Fast-Moving Consumer Good (FMCG) company. The
company’s products includes foods, beverages, personal care products and cleaning agents. You were asked to develop
a framework in Excel to calculate the final total cost of products purchased based on different delivery method, discount
levels and price guide of products purchased by distributors.

Consider and study the three tables below carefully, the first table is the PRICING TABLE, the second table is the
DELIVERY TABLE and the third table is the SALES TABLE. 
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The Pricing Table is placed in Columns A and B respectively while the Delivery Table is placed in Columns D and E of
the Excel sheet. The Sales Table has 7 columns in Columns A, B, C, D, E, F and G respectively. 

 

Exercise 1

What will be the “Total Cost” of products purchased for each delivery method, having been given the number of Units
Sold in column B of the Sales Table? Using the LOOKUP Function tool in Excel 2013/365, write a formula in the TOTAL
COST column (C12:C21) on the Sales Table to determine the Total Cost of products purchased in Rand.

Group Discussion 1

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

Discussion 1

After working through Exercise 1, reply to this Discussion with your answer (Display
the formula you used and Total Cost values in Rand). Reply to the answer provided by
three other students who have one or more different answers to yours. Continue your
discussions until all differences are resolved.

 
 
 
 
 

Learning activity 2
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Go to the Internet for the site "Excel 2013: LOOKUP Function -YouTube" This site gives a very nice video showing 

how to use the VLOOKUP and HLOOKUP functions in Excel.
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LOOKUP Function

Learn how to use VLOOKUP to look up a value you want to find in
an Excel list or table. Using VLOOKUP is similar to looking up a person's
name in a telephone book to get a telephone number. VLOOKUP looks at a
value in one column, and finds its corresponding value on the same row in
another column.

 

Read more on LOOKUP Functions here (Click on the link below):

 https://support.office.com/en-us/article/LOOKUP-function-446d94af-663b-451d-8251-369d5e3864cb?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US&fromAR=1

Exercises 2 and 3
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Exercise 2

Column A lists the delivery method. Using the LOOKUP Function, write another formula to determine the “Unit
Delivery” values. 

 

Exercise 3

Work out the “Total Delivery” cost of products purchased.

Group Discussion 2 and 3

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

Discussion 2

After working through exercise 2, reply to this Discussion with your answer (Display the formula you used and Unit
Delivery values in Rand). Reply to the answer provided by three other students who have one or more different answers
to yours. Continue your discussions until all differences are resolved.

 

 

Discussion 3

After working through exercise 3, reply to this Discussion with your answer (Display the formula you used and Total
Delivery values in Rand). Reply to the answer provided by three other students who have one or more different answers
to yours. Continue your discussions until all differences are resolved.

Learning activity 3
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HLOOKUP Function

The Excel Hlookup function 'looks up' a given value in the top row of a data array (or table), and returns the
corresponding value from another row of the array. HLOOKUP( lookup_value, table_array, row_index_num,
[range_lookup] )

 

Read more on HLOOKUP:  https://support.office.com/en-us/article/HLOOKUP-function-a3034eec-b719-4ba3-bb65-e1ad662ed95f?
ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US  

Exercise 4
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Exercise 4

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/LOOKUP-function-446d94af-663b-451d-8251-369d5e3864cb?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US&fromAR=1
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/HLOOKUP-function-a3034eec-b719-4ba3-bb65-e1ad662ed95f?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
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Your company offers various discounts based on the total cost of products sold. You are required to create a minimum of
three different levels of discount. Create a lookup table for the delivery Discounts in order for you to use a lookup function
to calculate the delivery discount for each order. Use the discount table below:

Write a formula in “Delivery Discount” column to lookup the correct delivery discount using the Total Delivery lookup
table. You must try the different discount options for each row in the Delivery Discount column and indicate the discount
choice you have used (i.e. either Discount 1, 2 or 3).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Group Discussion 4
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Discussion 4

After working through exercise 4, reply to this Discussion with your answer (Display the formula you used and Delivery
Discount values in Rand). Reply to the answer provided by three other students who have one or more different answers
to yours. Continue your discussions until all differences are resolved.

 
 
 

Learning activity 4
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For more practice, watch the video through this link:

 https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Video-VLOOKUP-When-and-how-to-use-it-7dbd0dd6-0981-43c5-9b2f-
706854c8a4ab?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US

Exercise 5
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Exercise 5

Now, calculate the “Final Total”  

 

 

Group Discussion 5
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Discussion 5

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Video-VLOOKUP-When-and-how-to-use-it-7dbd0dd6-0981-43c5-9b2f-706854c8a4ab?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
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After working through exercise 5, reply to this Discussion with your answer (Display the formula you used and Final Total
values in Rand). Reply to the answer provided by three other students who have one or more different answers to yours.
Continue your discussions until all differences are resolved.

 

Ethics, Copyrights and IPR

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

Instructions: Read through section 8.2 Ethics, Copyright and IPR from Chapter 8 in Reddi (2011).

Ethics, Copyrights and IPR.pdf

Activities

Licensed under Creative Commons 2011, U Reddi

Instructions: Please note that the numbering used in some of the following activities correspond to those of the footnotes in the text of
chapter section 8.2

213. The contents of this section have been summarized from
information available at the World Intellectual Property
Organization  (WIPO) website. To learn more, you can go to
the site http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

214. On the WIPO website mentioned in footnote 212, you can also find a link to download the
document “Understanding Copyright and Related Rights, or directly at
 http://www.wipo.int/freepublications/en/intproperty/909/wipo_pub_909.html 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

215. If you would like more detail on Copyright vs. Copyleft, see
http://www.gnu.org/gwm/libredocxml/x53.html

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

216. To read more about Creative Commons, you can go to http://creativecommons.org

https://my.unisa.ac.za/access/meleteDocs/content/private/meleteDocs/EUP1501-18-S2-55T/uploads/Ethics%2C%20Copyrights%20and%20IPR.pdf
http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/
http://www.wipo.int/freepublications/en/intproperty/909/wipo_pub_909.html
http://www.gnu.org/gwm/libredocxml/x53.html
http://creativecommons.org/
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Have a look at
what Unisa's
Assignment and
examination
administration
have to say
about Plagiarism
for current
students at

http://www.unisa.ac.za/default.asp?Cmd=ViewContent&ContentID=20290
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both the website above on Plagiarism, as well as the University’s Policy on Copyright
Infringement and Plagiarism (just more than 2 pages to read), are available under the Additional
Resources for Unit 4.

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, in your e-text chapter on Internet Explorer 8, on page 43, there is an interesting project (1G) that fits in nicely with the content
in this unit. Feel free to try it out:

  

http://www.unisa.ac.za/default.asp?Cmd=ViewContent&ContentID=20290
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Portfolio Section D: Computer labs
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Portfolio Section D: Ethics, Copyright and IPR in Computer labs
 In the normal course of their teaching duties, several lecturers have reported finding pirated software improperly installed on the

computers in the computer labs. Lecturers also found that students have copied and pasted materials from various Internet resources
into their own assignments and reproduced them as if they were their own. This, they find, is a common problem among their students.
Before taking a decision on what should be done, lecturers asks you, as students, for your inputs to decision-making. Submit your
answers to the following questions in either a one page Word document (aim for around 500 words) or a PowerPoint presentation of
no more than 8 slides in the Assignments tool:

2. What are the ethical and IPR issues that the faculty are confronted with?
4. What are the steps that the faculty should take to address the ethical and IPR issues?
6. If you were the student who copied and was caught for plagiarism, what are the consequences you would expect?

Assessment rubric for Portfolio Section D

Nothing submitted  0%

 NOT all questions answered adequitely 10%
 20%

Ethical
 and IPR issues identified 

30%
 40% 

Steps to address both ethical and IPR issues provided 50%

Refers to, and provides advise in line with, official policy and documents 60%
 75%

Exceptional, ground breaking ideas  100%

VERY IMPORTANT: Now that you have completed ALL FOUR sections of your portfolio, you can submit ONE file containing ALL
FOUR sections using the Assignments tool on your group site.

Directions for submitting your portfolio as an assignment on myUnisa

To submit your portfolio as an assignment via myUnisa:

Go to myUnisa.
Log in with your student number and password.
Select your group site for the module: EUP1501-14-S1-xxxT
Click on Assignments in the menu on the left-hand side of the screen.
Click on the assignment number (10) you wish to submit.
Follow the instructions to upload your portfolio as an assignment into the system.

The teaching assistant that you have been assigned to will mark your portfolio electronically. You are thus required to submit this
assignment online in the prescribed format via myUnisa.

  
After you upload your assignment, you will immediately receive an onscreen message with a reference number, like a receipt. Keep
track of this number, in case you have a question about a specific assignment.
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The advantages of submitting your assignments online include:

If your assignments contain colour maps and graphics, we will see it in colour.
Your assignment will reach us much sooner and we can also return the mark much quicker. In a semester system, this has
huge advantages in terms of the time it takes for you to receive feedback.
This mode is more environmentally friendly, which is important.
You don't have to wait for the post to see how well you have done in the assignment.

Assignment 9: Reflecting on the Module

Copyrighted Material - subject to fair use exception

Reflecting on what you have learnt
As the final Assignment (9) in this module, we want you to reflect individually on what you

have learnt. For this purpose, you need to think about what you learnt and how important it will

be later in your qualification and life.

Why reflection is important

Reflection is one of the most important skills for learning; you need to think about what you

learnt, and you need to think about how you learned it.
 

 

This is why at the end of this last learning unit of the module, you have this assignment to

reflect on your learning in the module. In order to provide you with such a reflective opportunity,

we want you to do a written reflection in the Blogs tool. 

How to use the Blogs tool for this assignment

2. Go to the Blogs tool.
4. Click on 'Create new post' link at the top to start your blog.
6. Give your blog entry a title.

You could use something like "My learning in this module" This is just an example title.
Your name will automatically show next to this blog entry.

8. Then type your reflection inside the text box provided (Content:).
It's a good idea to put the date on your blog.

10. After the text box, you are asked to "choose who can see this entry".
Default setting of the blog is ticked: "All members of this site can see this post" 
You should NOT change this because this is the only way that the teaching assistant can read your
reflection and give you a mark for this assignment.

12. If you are not quite finished, you can click on the 'Save as Draft' button, but no one else will be able to read your blog
until you click on 'Publish' entry.  

Topic for your blog

Identify any topic from this module about which your knowledge, awareness,

interest or opinion has changed. Make a post to your blog (aim for around

500 words) about whatever strikes you as especially interesting or significant about

this topic and/or the issues involved. Reflect on the impact that this has had

on  you as a person and the way you feel about the module, your studies and the

way you studied in this module, your work and/or involvement in your community.

 

Adapted from http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/facultv/giftfire/
  

Assessment rubric for assignment 9

 Nothing submitted  0%

Assignment not completed as required
15%

 
30%
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 Topic identified 45% 

Reflection on the impact that this has had on:

you as a person and the way you feel about the

module,

your studies and the way you studied in this module,

your work and/or

involvement in your community.

 

55%
 

65%
 

75%
 

85%

 Exceptional, ground breaking ideas  100%

 
 
 

 

 

In summary ...
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Creating a Worksheet and Charting Data 
  

In this Learning Unit, you used Microsoft Excel 2013 to create and analyze data organized into
columns and rows and to chart and perform calculations on the data. By organizing your data
with Excel, you will be able to make calculations and create visual representations of your data
in the form of charts.

  
 
 
 
Ethics, Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights

Intellectual property refers to “creations of the mind” for which property rights are recognized.
Intellectual property can be divided into two categories:

Industrial property, e.g. inventions (patents), trademarks, industrial designs and
geographic indications of source.
Copyright, e.g. literary and artistic works such as novels, poems and plays, films,
musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings, photographs and
sculptures, and architectural designs.

Emerging from the ICT revolution are efforts to create a more flexible copyright model,
replacing “all rights reserved” with “some rights reserved” - to make content more compatible
with the full potential of the Internet (that enables innovation and problem-solving by
interconnecting with others at a global level, sharing knowledge and building upon creative
works).
Ethics requires that intellectual property be respected and that the author or inventor receives
the benefits from his/her property.


